Kaiserslautern, November 16th 2002
Dowsing control of the « Plocher Space Harmoniser »
Dear Mister Uilderks,
During the « Plocher Place Harmoniser » dowsing control in a neutral electromagnetic field, we determined the following effects.
Action zone :
• The range of effectiveness of the later described effect extends to over 29m. Within this radius the full effect of the Plocher Harmoniser is optimum and can
be recognised by dowsing. If one goes beyond this radius, the effect diminishes abruptly. Vertically, the effect to a height of 15m is measurable. Since the
spikes of the areas disturbed by telluric radiation rise perpendicularly upward, the Harmoniser should be placed centrally in the basement of the property or
centrally in the apartment.
Action on the telluric radiation polarisation :
• Within the effective range, anti-clockwise rotating (negatively polarised) waves are converted into a clockwise rotating (positively polarised) radiation. If
radiation is already positively polarised before the effects of the Harmoniser, then this polarisation remains.
This effect was determined with the following telluric radiations types :
- water veins
- geological disturbances such as distortions and breaks
- Hartmann networks and crossings
- Curry networks and crossings
- Benker network and crossings
That means, the effect of the negatively polarised radiation diminishes for humans, ceasing to exist - on the contrary, a developing and strengthening effect
develops.
Action on the energy level of the room :
• The energy level in the area increases with the use of the Plocher Harmoniser to approximately 10,000 Bovis units. This refers both to the spikes of
geopathic stress, and to the neutral ranges, having a developing, vitalising effect on humans.
Effect on the radio and mobile telephones perturbation fields :
• The negative fields produced by radio and mobile telephones become more harmonious, changing their polarisation and energy level. Here, a Bovis value of
8,000 units is reached. This is somewhat smaller than spikes of geopathic stress, however it has a positive effect on humans, who are still supported by the
positive polarisation of the radiation.
Time factor :
• Measurements demonstrated that the Plocher Harmoniser adjusts itself over a period of 24 hours. During this time, the Bovis values continuously rise and
then plateau. However, telluric radiation polarisation adjusts in one hour.
Note for placement: When the Plocher Harmoniser is not placed in a neutral energetic field, as described above, but in a perturbation area, its action is
modified: The effective range doubles itself with a water vein in direction of flow. That means for example, with a water vein which flows northwards, the
positive polarisation and the 10,000 Bovis units of the water vein remain within an area of approximately 60m from the Plocher Harmoniser in a northerly
direction.
Conclusion :
• Our dowsing investigations illustrate that Plocher Harmoniser have a very positive effect on areas which are loaded by spikes of geopathic stress. Two
effects play a substantial role: first the change of polarisation of the radiation and second, the increase of the energy level in the area. Therefore, the
Harmoniser changes harmful energy fields into a positive and vitalising energy field.
Please accept my sincere salutations
Markus Bauer, Dipl.-Ing.
Text translated from German by SWIFT NATURE
Plocher™ Energy system importer for the United Kingdom
* RAUM : Bureau for the study of space arrangement, geobiology and geomancy

